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Platform synonym meaning

Platform synonyms meaning. Platform define. What does the word platform mean.
gun enclosure weapons platform gun turret turret construction ability undock foot worst noun. ['ˈplætˌfɔrm'] the combination of a particular computer and a particular operating system. political platform program written document papers plank document silence forbid disallow lie noun. And one of the best ways I found to motivate them is to connect

them with reading that interests them, to expand the definition of reading to include humor, science fiction/fantasy, nonfiction, graphic novels, wordless books, audio books and comic books. - Vint Cerf noun. I've realized the extraordinary power of sports to heal, unite and inspire. launch pad footboard block loading dock pallet pier launch area wharf
microscope stage pulpit outdoor stage fly gallery horizontal surface bandstand monkey bridge wharfage crow's nest scaffold ambo launchpad stage top turntable landing soapbox ring podium deck fly floor stand stump level footplate runway rostrum dock pad foretop stairhead launching pad auction block landing stage catwalk show bring to unfreeze
unblock Rhymes with Platform barnstorm brainstorm chloroform coliform coliform cuneiform firestorm freeform hailstorm landform maidenform outperform rainstorm sandstorm snowstorm thunderstorm underperform uniform windstorm A common misspelling of platform is platfrom 1. ['ˈplætˌfɔrm'] a document stating the aims and principles of a
political party. ['ˈplætˌfɔrm'] a woman's shoe with a very high thick sole. My platform has been to reach reluctant readers. computer computing device OS computing system information processing system automatic data processing system computing machine electronic computer computer system ADP system data processor operating system bottom
low embarkation open chain noun. Noun, singular or mass To position yourself, step onto the platform and rest your back against the pad. ['ˈplætˌfɔrm'] a raised horizontal surface. Entry: accessSynonyms:entry, entrance, voice, right, priority, permission, concession noun countable UK /ˈplætˌfɔː(r)m/ singularplatformpluralplatforms Contexts ▼▲ A
raised floor or stage, especially used by public speakers or performers The declared policy of a political party or group A place or service used for the communication of ideas or information The base or part on which something stands or is placed upon A stand with a slanted top that holds or supports reading material A piece of furniture with a flat
top and one or more legs A flat-bottomed boat used as a support for a temporary bridge A place where people and goods can be landed from a boat A schematic or diagram that shows how something works or is built Philosophy of a political party A platform or structure that extends outwards from a building A passage for pedestrians only A slow,
continuously moving lift or elevator A construction or natural feature that spans a divide … more ▼ ▲ A raised floor or stage, especially used by public speakers or performers “The eyes of the world were upon me as I took center stage on the platform.” The declared policy of a political party or group “He campaigned on a platform of reducing taxes
and cutting the costs of government.” A place or service used for the communication of ideas or information “The website has long been used as a platform for the exchange of divergent viewpoints.” The base or part on which something stands or is placed upon A stand with a slanted top that holds or supports reading material A facility, such as a
small airport, designed to let helicopters take off and land A piece of furniture with a flat top and one or more legs Church table, pedestal A flat-bottomed boat used as a support for a temporary bridge A level area surrounded by seating, in which sports, entertainments, and other public events are held A place where people and goods can be landed
from a boat A rig, consisting of platform and machinery, used to drill for oil and other petroleum products like natural gas A schematic or diagram that shows how something works or is built A software application Philosophy of a political party A platform or structure that extends outwards from a building Paper stating beliefs A passage for
pedestrians only A high place or position The place, area or space occupied by, or intended for, an event, activity or purpose A slow, continuously moving lift or elevator An accessible structure extending from a building, especially from a window or elevated position A rung of a ladder A shady sitting place, usually in a park or garden, and usually
surrounded by vegetation A construction or natural feature that spans a divide A long, thin, flat piece of timber, used especially in building and flooring FEEDBACKRoget's 21st Century Thesaurus, Third Edition Copyright © 2013 by the Philip Lief Group.Improve Your Writing Improve Your Writing See how your sentence looks with different
synonyms.This Quiz Offers Your Daily Serving Of Fruits & VegetablesSTART THE QUIZ Roget's 21st Century Thesaurus, Third Edition Copyright © 2013 by the Philip Lief Group.© 2022 Dictionary.com, LLC FEEDBACKRoget's 21st Century Thesaurus, Third Edition Copyright © 2013 by the Philip Lief Group.Improve Your Writing Improve Your
Writing See how your sentence looks with different synonyms.Quiz Yourself On Gen Z Slang That SlapsSTART THE QUIZ Table of Contents noun. ['ˈplætˌfɔrm'] any military structure or vehicle bearing weapons. - Kohei Uchimura 2. 1. - Jon Scieszka 3. I believe the Olympics will serve as the ultimate platform to provide positive changes and I hope to
inspire all of Japan through my strong showing there. Allowing a handful of broadband carriers to determine what people see and do online would fundamentally undermine the features that have made the Internet such a success, and could permanently compromise the Internet as a platform for the free exchange of information, commerce, and ideas.
Find 46 ways to say MOTIVATION, along with antonyms, related words, and example sentences at Thesaurus.com, the world's most trusted free thesaurus. Yuri (Japanese: 百合, lit. "lily"), also known by the wasei-eigo construction girls' love (ガールズラブ, gāruzu rabu), is a genre of Japanese media focusing on intimate relationships between female
characters.While lesbianism is a commonly associated theme, the genre is also inclusive of works depicting emotional and spiritual relationships between women that are not necessarily ... Stage definition, a single step or degree in a process; a particular phase, period, position, etc., in a process, development, or series. See more. lurk: [verb] to lie in
wait in a place of concealment especially for an evil purpose. to move furtively or inconspicuously. to persist in staying. Stage definition, a single step or degree in a process; a particular phase, period, position, etc., in a process, development, or series. See more. Platform definition, a horizontal surface or structure with a horizontal surface raised
above the level of the surrounding area. See more. lurk: [verb] to lie in wait in a place of concealment especially for an evil purpose. to move furtively or inconspicuously. to persist in staying. Find 28 ways to say POPULARITY, along with antonyms, related words, and example sentences at Thesaurus.com, the world's most trusted free thesaurus. Stage
definition, a single step or degree in a process; a particular phase, period, position, etc., in a process, development, or series. See more. lurk: [verb] to lie in wait in a place of concealment especially for an evil purpose. to move furtively or inconspicuously. to persist in staying. heedless: [adjective] not taking heed : inconsiderate, thoughtless. Find 28
ways to say POPULARITY, along with antonyms, related words, and example sentences at Thesaurus.com, the world's most trusted free thesaurus. Platform definition, a horizontal surface or structure with a horizontal surface raised above the level of the surrounding area. See more. Platform definition, a horizontal surface or structure with a
horizontal surface raised above the level of the surrounding area. See more. Find 28 ways to say POPULARITY, along with antonyms, related words, and example sentences at Thesaurus.com, the world's most trusted free thesaurus. heedless: [adjective] not taking heed : inconsiderate, thoughtless. Find 46 ways to say MOTIVATION, along with
antonyms, related words, and example sentences at Thesaurus.com, the world's most trusted free thesaurus. Yuri (Japanese: 百合, lit. "lily"), also known by the wasei-eigo construction girls' love (ガールズラブ, gāruzu rabu), is a genre of Japanese media focusing on intimate relationships between female characters.While lesbianism is a commonly
associated theme, the genre is also inclusive of works depicting emotional and spiritual relationships between women that are not necessarily ... Yuri (Japanese: 百合, lit. "lily"), also known by the wasei-eigo construction girls' love (ガールズラブ, gāruzu rabu), is a genre of Japanese media focusing on intimate relationships between female
characters.While lesbianism is a commonly associated theme, the genre is also inclusive of works depicting emotional and spiritual relationships between women that are not necessarily ... Find 46 ways to say MOTIVATION, along with antonyms, related words, and example sentences at Thesaurus.com, the world's most trusted free thesaurus.
heedless: [adjective] not taking heed : inconsiderate, thoughtless.
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